**Dear Editor**

It was with some confusion that, I read the recent article by Ried et al., (2017). The authors appear to be claiming that their methodology for detecting circulating tumour cells (CTC) is sensitive and also that the levels of CTC are highly predictive of risk of malignancy across a range of cancer diagnoses.

The entire methodology for this study is problematic. The diagnosis (diagnostic criteria) of cancer is poorly explained. It appears that cancer diagnosis for prostate cancer in men with extremely high PSA (330 -- 1970 ng/ml, normal range \<6.5 ng/ml) based on Ga68-PMSA-PET alone (patients M9, M12, M13 and others) without conformational biopsy and histological results. As this study was undertaken as a clinical trial it could be reasonably expected that claims of CTC being able to detect cancer would be based on a thorough, best practice based diagnostic process rather than a single imaging test which is known to give false positive results for benign foci (Keidar et al., 2018).

There is no description of blinding in this study. Cytology is not a quantitative process and as such is open to bias on behalf of the scientist (Branca and Longatto-Filho, 2015). It is also noted that no pathologists were involved in this study which relies heavily on cytology and cytopathology criteria of cancers.

The assay used does not appear to have been verified or used with any independent controls, there is no description of how the raw data was analysed, nor is there any statistical analysis.

There is no evidence on the specificity of this assay which is critical in light of the authors' claim of 100% sensitive for cancer. Specificity for cancer detection is critical as a false diagnosis of cancer could cause physical, financial, and/or emotional harm (Hubbard et al., 2011). Additionally a false cancer diagnosis can actually be associated with increased risk of developing cancer (Henderson et al., 2015). To further explore the authors' claim of 100% sensitivity it appears, from Table 1, that there was also a 100% concordance with cancer staging based on the CTC/ml values which is discordant with other studies (Krebs et al., 2011). Even within this manuscript there are examples of this type of discordance, with patient F1 having liver metastasis (which would classify this as Stage IV according to the authors) detected when her CTC count was only 3.5 per ml ( a low Stage II/III according to Table 1).

In addition to the diagnostic component of the study there is not even basic clinical information on the nutritional treatments used such as dose, mode of treatment (oral, i.v., etc), duration of treatment, or even basic safety monitoring such as liver function test results (e.g. Green tea extract is known to cause liver damage and even death (Seeff et al., 2013). This raises serious concerns as to how the safety of these treatments, which were given as part of a clinical trial, were monitored.

This study also lacks controls. There are no negative controls (e.g. no CTC detected at baseline), baseline results are never repeated prior to intervention, no placebo treatment in the asymptomatic but CTC positive cohort, and as such it is difficult to understand the predictive value of either the CTC result or the nutritional treatment.

In conclusion, this paper makes very bold claims such as "*this suggests that CTC screening to be a more reliable measure for the detection of early prostate cancer than standard PSA*." Whilst it is certainly acknowledged that PSA measurement is not an ideal marker, to claim that CTC screening is better based on such a small number of samples for which very little evidence is presented on the validity of the prostate cancer diagnosis (no biopsy/histology evidence is presented for any prostate cancer case) is problematic, and possible ethically dubious as a negative result for CTC could drive a patient down pathway where they do not access evidence-based medical care for symptoms associated with cancer.
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**Dear Editor**

The author of the letter states his confusion about our study design and the quality of the methodology for CTC testing in our study.

Firstly, it is important to note that our article summarises the findings of an observational study. This was not a randomized controlled clinical trial or an experimental intervention study. Any diagnosis of cancer was made outside of our study by independent experts and by standard validated testing methods, such as scans and biopsies of tumour tissues. Any treatment of patients was administered and individualized by qualified integrative medical doctors, who followed standard good clinical practice and monitored tolerability and safety of any treatments.

Secondly, the ISET-CTC (Isolation by Size of Epithelial Tumour -- Circulating Tumour Cell) test methodology was applied in this trial as a screening test, not as a diagnostic test.There is ample evidence that Circulating Tumour Cells (CTC) are associated with early carcinogenesis or malignant potential (Ilie et al., 2014).

CTC provide a biomarker for cancer prognosis and treatment effectiveness, by which an increase in CTC count is associated with cancer progression, and a decreased in CTC count is associated with cancer containment or remission (Cristofanilli et al., 2004; Hofman et al., 2011). Several technologies have been developed to identify CTC, including the Isolation by Size of Epithelial Tumour (ISET)-CTC testing, developed by Rarecells, France (www.rarecells.com), based on hematological and oncological principles, to apply filtration of blood to isolate CTC and analysis by standard cytology. The ISET-CTC test has been proven superior to other cell-surface marker-based CTC tests, and has been validated in more than 80 peer-reviewed articles over the last 20 years by several independent groups worldwide. Articles can be downloaded at: https://www.rarecells.com/oncology.

Comprehensive assays to assess sensitivity and specificity of the ISET-CTC test had been done by Rarecells and other research groups in the past 20 years, (Laget et al., 2017; Paterlini-Bréchot, 2014) and was outside the scope of our study.

In our study, we followed the established published ISET-CTC protocol for high quality CTC isolation and analysis. Cytological criteria used in ISET-CTC analysis are standard criteria used by cytologists and cytopathologists world-wide. Cytologists involved in our study are highly trained in Australia, and participate regularly in the Quality Assurance Programs of the Royal College of Pathologists Australasia (RCPA-QAP).

In our study, trained experienced cytologists undertook high quality cytological analyses of ISET-CTC test blood samples independent of and blinded to the clinical presentation of the patient. CTC count was verified by two independent cytologists / researchers, and any discrepancies were resolved by discussion. After cytological CTC analysis, results were matched with the clinical picture of the patient for reporting purposes.

All cancer patients (group 1) who participated in the study had been diagnosed with cancer with standard validated diagnostic methods prior to participating in the study and the ISET-CTC screening test. In the article, we compared cancer stage and CTC number in this group of cancer patients. The concept of number of CTC correlating to cancer status is not new, (Cristofanilli et al., 2004; Ilie et al., 2014) and was verified in our study.In a sub-group of asymptomatic patients (study group 2), CTC were detected with the ISET-CTC screening test. For cancer diagnosis, standard diagnostic tools were employed, including scans (PET, PSMA-PET, MRI), as well as biopsies, if required.It has been shown in a large study of more than 18,800 men, that routine screening for prostate cancer by PSA blood test and digital rectal examination failed to detect prostate cancer in a large proportion (85.5%) of screened men with normal test results (Thompson et al., 2004). Three-quarters (78%) of these men without abnormal test results had high grade (Gleason≥7) tumours, Thompson et al., (2004) highlighting the need for more sensitive tests.

In our study, we describe that the ISET-CTC screening test is a more sensitive alternative and non-invasive screening test for the early detection of prostate cancer, as follow-up of men with normal PSA levels and normal digital rectal examination, but positive CTC count showed an indication of early prostate cancer by standard diagnostic PSMA-PET scan. The PSMA-PET scan for prostate cancer is a highly sensitive test, which can detect tumours of 2.4 mm in size, and is a reasonable reliable indicator of underlying malignancy (Lapidus et al., 2000; Mottaghy et al., 2016). A proportion of the male participants with positive CTC count and a positive PSMA-PET scan also undertook prostate biopsies to confirm the diagnosis. Since publication of our article, further analysis of CTC cells of those men with a positive PSMA-PET scan by immunocytochemistry and prostate-specific markers confirmed CTC to be of prostate origin.

We have since presented this research at relevant cancer conferences. Please note that not all patients in group 2 (asymptomatic) had a positive CTC test result, therefore served as a negative control. Follow-up repeat tests were done on a selected group of patients, as outlined in Figure 1.Thirdly, in regards to the author's concerns re safety of nutritional supplements suggested to patients with a positive CTC count, we would like to reiterate that our study was not a clinical trial, but an observational study of clinic patients.

Patients were in the care of highly qualified integrative medical doctors (PE, AS) with extensive experience in nutritional and herbal medicine, who were familiar with the benefits and safety of their use. Regular routine investigations such as liver function tests were carried out as part of standard good clinical practice. All integrative nutritional therapies listed in Table 4 were taken as oral supplements, as described in the text, and recommended by their treating doctor, who closely monitored tolerability and safety. Description of dosages for individual supplement was outside the scope of the article. In regards to the author's concern specifically for green tea, we'd like to refer to the following review articles on the safety and risk of liver injury from green tea (Teschke et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2014). Both reviews concluded that green tea extract (GTE) in therapeutic doses can be considered highly tolerable and safe, if not hepato-protective. The maximum-tolerated dose in humans is reported to be 9.9 g/day of GTE, equivalent to 24 cups of green tea (Teschke et al., 2014). In addition, Teschke's review13 of 88 cases concluded that a direct causality for liver injury by green tea consumption could not be drawn, as concomitant intake of medication or other herbs were potential confounding factors, as well as administration, dosing and type of green tea extract consumed. The review of 159 human intervention studies by Hu et al., (2018) reported no adverse events in 63% of the studies, minor adverse events such as nausea by a small proportion, and slightly elevated liver values could be expected in about 5% when a large bolus of GTE was administered at a fasting state (Yu et al., 2017).
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